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Mourning the passing of a great leader 
 
Queensland lost a great leader this morning, with the passing of Mr Eric Deeral, Australia’s 
first Indigenous State Parliamentarian and former Member for Cook 1974-1977. 
 
Hon Fiona Simpson MP, Speaker of Queensland Parliament, visited Mr Deeral in Hope Vale 
to acknowledge his Parliamentary service in June, and expressed her sadness today at his 
passing. 
 
“On behalf of Queensland Parliament, I extend our condolences to the family of Mr Eric 
Deeral. Eric Deeral was a great servant leader. He represented all his constituents, while 
also providing a uniquely indigenous perspective. As the first indigenous person elected to a 
State Legislature in Australia, Eric Deeral served with distinction during and after his time as 
a Member of Parliament,” said Ms Simpson. 
 
Mr Deeral stood as the National Party candidate for the State Electorate of Cook in 1974, 
only seven years after the Australian Referendum at which voting rights for Aboriginal 
persons were confirmed. Mr Deeral represented all members of his electorate. He sought 
improved roads for the far north to allow the development of tourism and other industries. He 
also ensured improvements were made to schools and to access for medical treatment. 
 
Ms Simpson said, “During my visit to acknowledge Mr Deeral in June, I sought his 
permission to rename the Queensland Parliament’s Indigenous Youth Parliament in his 
honour. He granted this permission and the inaugural Eric Deeral Indigenous Youth 
Parliament was held at Queensland Parliament House on 28 June 2012. 
 
“To read Eric Deeral’s maiden speech is to admire the wit and convictions of a man who was 
a great leader and a role model for all people.  Mr Deeral’s greatest legacy was not limited to 
his parliamentary service but in the leadership he has demonstrated and inspired in others. 
Great leaders unlock the potential of people whom they serve – helping them achieve their 
dreams, to be their best, and to claim their destiny for good,” said Ms Simpson. 
 
After his Parliamentary Service, Mr Deeral continued to contribute to his community in a 
number of ways. 

• In 1985, Mr Deeral was the first chairperson of the Aboriginal Coordination 
Council to advise the government on the wellbeing of Aboriginal people living 
on communities.  

• In 1988, Mr Deeral was a representative of the Queensland Coordination 
Council and was also a delegate to the World Heritage Organisation which 
met in Paris. 

• During the early 1990s Mr Deeral became the Chairman of the Legislation 
Review Committee that examined Queensland legislation and its impact on 
Aboriginal land rights during the early 1990s.  



• In 1995, Mr Deeral directed a project on the positive role Elders could play in 
reducing the number of Aboriginal people in Queensland prisons and youth 
detention centres.  

• From 1998 to 2003, Mr Deeral was a member of the Wet Tropics 
Management Authority Board, and was also instrumental in establishing the 
Cooktown Museum.  

• In July 2002, Mr Deeral was appointed interim chair of the Aboriginal Peoples 
Council, formed in response to the Fitzgerald Cape York Justice Study.  

• In 2003 Mr Deeral was involved in the Hands on Parliament inquiry into 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ participation in Queensland’s 
system of democracy. 

 
Permission has been sought and granted from Mr Deeral’s immediate family for the video 
footage of Mr Deeral obtained by the Queensland Parliament to continue to be used. 
 
 
View a link to the video produced by Parliament, and information about the Inaugural Eric 
Deeral Indigenous Youth Parliament  ► click here 
 
View a link to the video produced by Parliament  ► click here  
 
View a pdf of the folio presented to Mr Deeral, which included his maiden speech and news 
articles reporting his election ► click here 
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